




FROM THE BIRTHPLACE 
  OF WINE, ANATOLIA.

       he first traces of viticulture and winemaking in Anatolia dates back nearly 
7,000 years. The first historical record of winemaking in the region is found in 
the Nippur tablets, among the world’s oldest written documents, which date 
back to 3,800 B.C.  

Hugh Johnson, one of the world’s leading wine authors, writes in his Wine 
Encyclopedia: “If the vineyards Noah planted on the slopes of Mount Ararat are 
indeed the first vineyards, then Turkey can rightly claim to be the birthplace of 
wine.”

Hittite (one of the oldest civilizations of Anatolia) findings from the 4th 
millennium B.C. also provide evidence that wine was enjoyed at the highest 
levels in Anatolian society at that time.

 After the Hittites, the Phrygians introduced 
wine to Greek colonists on Anatolia’s 
western flank, and by 6th century B.C. 
wine was being exported as far as France 
and Italy. Aegean and Mediterranean 
coast and the Island of Rhodes were 
the leading wine trade centers at that 
period. Herodotus (484-425 B.C.), the 
father of history, a native Anatolian 
from Aegean coast, also mentions 
an extensive wine trade between 
Eastern Anatolia and Mesopotamia 
along the Tigris River, in his well 
known work “The Histories”.

Wine was an essential part of daily 
life for many Anatolian civilizations 
during history. After the settlement 
of Turkish tribes and later during 
their governing dominance, wine 
production in Anatolia was carried 
out by native Anatolians and non-
Muslim minorities.
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How the tradition continued until 
today...

During the long period of the Ottoman 
Empire (1299-1923), wine production 
and trade were carried out by  
non-Muslim minorities such as Greeks, 
Armenians, Syrians and others. 

Ottoman Period’s general atmosphere 
of tolerance was different from period 
to period. From time to time official 
prohibitions on the use and sale of 
alcohol were in act. The prohibitions 
were always short term, since the 
taxes collected from wine sales was 
an important source of income for 
Ottoman treasury. Even during the 
periods of prohibition, vineyards were 

never uprooted but grape production 
was simply diverted to other types of 
consumption. A ready supply of grapes 
enabled wine production to recover 
rapidly after each hiatus. 

Alcohol prohibition ceased during 
the second half of 19th century, when 
European vineyards were being 
devastated by epidemic of phylloxera, 
reducing wine production dramatically 
in Europe. Ottoman Empire’s both wine 
production and export reached the 
highest level in that time in order to 
meet European demand (around 190 
million liters).



From the Ottoman Empire to the 
Turkish Republic

A dramatic decline in wine production 
occurred when World War I and the 
War of Independence began in 20th 
century. Alcoholic beverages went 
under the control of government 
monopoly in 1927. The only exception 
was wine production which was done 
by minorities. By 1928 the government 
began to support wine producers with 
technical know-how and semi-financial 
support. 

In the early 20th century Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk, the founder of the modern 
Republic of Turkey, charged two French 
experts, M. Bouffart and Marcel 
Biron, with reviving the region’s 6,000 
year legacy of wine making. During 
that time, they divided Anatolia into 
different wine regions and government 

monopoly started to operate 28 small 
size vineries. They blended in Eastern 
Anatolia’s Öküzgözü and Boğazkere, 
two indigenous red grape varieties, and 
this legendary blend was the origin of 
Buzbağ, which is one of the top selling 
wine in Turkey. To ensure that these two 
grapes would be transformed into wine 
in their own terroir by expert hands, 
the Elazığ Winery was established in 
1942. Originally a tasting house, it was 
converted into a full-fledged winery as 
early as 1944. 

Today, there are many small wine 
producers all around Turkey. The 
government monopoly was privatized in 
2004. The production of wine is around 
60 million liters per year (2012 figures). 
The focuses of producers have been 
increasing towards high quality and 
unique wines since 2000.



ABOUT
 KAYRA...

       ased on our faith in the 
goodness that is the essence of 
wine, we have named our family of 
wines “Kayra” a word that expresses 
kindness, benevolence and grace.

Producing in two wineries, one in 
Şarköy, one in Elazığ, Kayra is offering 
unique tastes and a broad range of 
wines.

Our aim today is to become the 
next generation of winemakers, 
reintroducing indigenous grapes from 
the birthplace of wine to the world of 
wine. We passionately work on the 
great potential of Anatolia, when once 
the legacy of wine ruled the grape.
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INDIGENOUS
 GRAPES OF ANATOLIA

Boğazkere, 
a unique flavor that you will 
recognize at first sip.

There are 6 main indigenous grape varieties that are largely known and 
consumed in Turkey. These are Boğazkere, Öküzgözü, Kalecik Karası, Narince, 
Emir and Bornova Misketi.

The Grape: One of Anatolia’s most 
important wine grapes, Boğazkere is 
a medium-sized, thick skinned grape 
grown in Diyarbakır and Elazığ regions.

Wine Characteristics: Produces dark 
ruby red, well structured, full-bodied 
wines with strong tannins and high 
acidity. Can be matured in oak barrels.     
Has ability to age for years.

Aroma Characteristics: Noticeable 
aromas of black cherries and 
raspberries, blackberries, black 
mulberries, figs, black olives, black 
pepper, cloves, eucalyptus, mint, earthy 
and gamy notes. 

Food Match: An excellent companion for spicy sauced red meat dishes, red 
game and strong aged cheeses.
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Öküzgözü, 
the rising star of Anatolia.

The Grape: One of the most important 
grapes in Anatolian viticulture. This is 
originally large berried table grape grown 
in the temperate continental climate 
on sandy and gravely soil of Elazığ and 
Malatya regions, Eastern Anatolia.

Wine Characteristics: Suitable for aging 
in oak barrels, produces elegant and 
balanced wines that are dark ruby red in 
color, with generous acidity, medium to 
full body, soft tannins and long length. 
Has potential to develop and age in 
bottle. 

Aroma Characteristics: Aromas of dark 
cherries, raspberries, sour cherries, 
pomegranates, cranberries, black mulberries, blackberries and eucalyptus. 

Food Match: Meat dishes with brown, mushroom or cream sauces, stews, 
sausages and salamis, aged cheeses, grilled meats.

Öküzgözü and Boğazkere varietals, when blended complete one another 
and the harmony of the blend truly reflects the nature of Eastern Anatolia. 
Öküzgözü (meaning “ox-eye”) with its plum like dark skinned grapes and 
generous acidity complements Boğazkere (meaning “throat burner”) with 
intense tannins, fruit driven, spicy and tar-like aroma character. 

To fully understand the potential of these native varietals, let us refer to an 
anecdote from Hugh Johnson’s famous encyclopedia of wine: “...near Elazığ in 
Eastern Anatolia is the home of Buzbağ, made from Boğazkere, and Turkey’s 
best-known red wine, characterized by a powerful aroma and high alcohol 
content... One of the most surprisingly good wines I have drunk in my life was 
the 1929 vintage of this red Turkish wine that I drank at a friend’s house in 
Bordeaux.”



The Grape: Originates from the Tokat 
Province. This vine is grown on the 
Anatolia plateau south of the mountains 
near the Black Sea.

Wine Characteristics: Narince 
produces rich, creamy and elegant 
wines. Due to their balanced acidity, 
these wines are suitable for aging and 
acquire a rich and complex bouquet over 
time. 

Aroma Characteristics: Delicate floral 
and fruity aromas. 

Food Match: Steamed grilled fish, spicy 
chicken, eggplant salad, dishes, hors d’oeuvres.

Kalecik Karası,
a native grape famous for 
its unique aroma and flavor.
The Grape: Originates from the Kalecik 
district near Ankara, the capital of 
Turkey. This grape is widely produced 
throughout Anatolia and Aegean region 
of Turkey. It is a thick-skinned, blue-black 
round grape. 

Wine Characteristics: Produces fruity, 
easy drinking wine, light ruby, medium 
bodied with low tannins and high acidity, 
similar to young Pinot Noir. Grown in 
cooler climates, these grapes produce 
fruity and elegant wines.

Aroma Characteristics: Cherries, 
strawberries, raspberries and 
cranberries.

Food Match: Red and white meat dishes in tomato sauces, pastas, pizzas and 
young cheeses. 

Narince, 
a grape named after its delicacy.



The Grape: One of the early Anatolian 
grapes, locally known as Bornova 
Misketi is grown around Smyrna (today’s 
İzmir) became known as Muscat in 
Europe. Bornova Misketi was used 
in the production of the famous wine 
of Pramnios, which is mentioned in 
Homer’s Iliad. The grapes are medium 
in size, with ripe grapes being pinkish 
in color. Bornova Misketi displays the 
characteristic flavor and aromas of 
Muscat (tropical fruits, flowers, citrus, 
thyme and bay leaves).

Wine Characteristics: Produces quite 
aromatic, lively, light, easy-drinking and 
dry to lusciously sweet wines that are in light gold color. 

Aroma Characteristics: The aroma of Bornova Misketi is reminiscent of 
honeysuckle, basil, roses, mint, honey, bergamot, lemon balm, orange flowers, 
daisies, grapefruit and melon. 

Food Match: Dry Muscat is an excellent aperitif. Besides, it is an excellent 
accompaniment to cheeses that do not overpower its flavor, snacks and 
seafood appetizers and salads. Sweet Muscat goes well with caramelized and 
cheese-based desserts, stewed quince and cheeses such as cheddar, soft old 
cheeses and blue cheeses.

The Grape: Emir is a local white wine 
variety grown in the Cappadocia region. 

Wine Characteristics: It produces 
vigorous dry wines with high acidity 
and mineral aromas which reflects the 
characteristics of volcanic soil. 

Aroma Characteristics: Mineral, melon, 
pear, yellow apple, pine and eucalyptus 
aromas. 

Food Match: Shellfish grilled and 
steamed fish, salads, pastas with white 
sauce and yellow-hard cheeses.

Emir,  
the legendary white grape of Cappadocia.

Bornova Misketi, 
worldwide recognized Muscat grape, from Aegean. 



KAYRA WINE
 PORTFOLIO

       ur portfolio offers a wide variety 
of choices from fruity young wines 
to artisanal small lot hand crafted 
bottlings. The portfolio reflects 
an easy way to reach needs of 
consumers as well as sophisticated 
offerings. In that sense, our 
portfolio includes wines produced of 
indigenous grape varieties as well as 
international grape varieties. Also, 
the winemaking style for each of our 
wines differs based on the brand 
group in our portfolio. Indeed, the 

style of wines made from indigenous 
grapes may be classical Anatolian 
style in one brand or a sophisticated 
reflection of a search for the true 
potential of the grape in another. This 
is the key of our brand portfolio. The 
wines of Kayra are being produced 
from the finest vineyards grown in the 
diverse soils of Anatolia.
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OUR
 BRANDS...





The concept behind this series of wines is that they represent what the 
winemaking team finds most interesting in our cellars year after year.

No production quotas or premeditated varietal selection, just honesty in the 
bottle and built to last and last.

Selected barrels are carefully blended and bottled then aged in our cellars until 
the team feels the time is right for release, not before.

 

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



Kayra Imperial Shiraz 2005

Kayra Imperial Öküzgözü Blend 2006

Kayra Imperial 2007

15 barrels selected of Syrah and Petit Verdot. Vanilla, red 
currents, jasmine and pipe tobacco are the predominant 
characters of this blend.

Originally tightly wound tannins have now relaxed and 
integrated into a complex glass of a rather interesting blend 
of varietals.

Awards:
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2012 – Gold
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2012 – Silver
Decanter World Wine Awards 2011 – Silver
Monde Selection 2011 – Silver
The Challenge International du Vin 2009 – Silver
Syrah du Monde 2011 – Bronze
Decanter World Wine Awards 2012 – Bronze
Decanter World Wine Awards 2009 – Bronze
Grand Harvest Wine Competition 2009 – Bronze
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2009 – Bronze

11 barrels of Öküzgözü were selected this year for the blend.

2006 was a warmer than normal growing season in the 
eastern vineyards of Turkey, at the end of the season we saw 
a significant cooling down and a delay in harvest. What really 
struck us in this vintage is how complex and interesting the 
wines became with the delayed harvest.

Fruit just jumped out of the barrels and the integration of 
tannin and acid left the team speechless, for the first time 
we have a spectacular bottling of Öküzgözü, one we hope will 
be repeated in the years to come.

Awards:
Wine Masters Challenge 2011 – Gold
Critics Challenge 2011 – Gold
Grand Harvest Wine Competition 2011 – Silver
Decanter World Wine Awards 2011 – Silver
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2011 – Silver
Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2010 – Silver
Finger Lakes International Wine Competition 2010 – Bronze
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2010 – Bronze
San Francisco International Wine Competition 2010 – Bronze & Label 
Design Bronze

Nothing made the cut, 99% is not good enough so we did 
not bottle this vintage.



Kayra Imperial Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot 2009

Kayra Imperial Cabernet Sauvignon 2008

17 barrels were selected for this blend of Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Merlot from Thrace and Urla vineyards. 

It turns out that sometimes the most simple of matters are 
the most difficult to achieve.

Generous ripe red fruit and silky texture is what convinced 
the winemaking team to polish this blend, and it was over 
a dinner with the team that the blend took shape, after 
a long day of tasting and blending other wines we took a 
few samples with us to our favorite restaurant to try with 
our meal, over the course of the meal the conversation 
turned lively and laughter took over, that is when we 
saw the possibilities of the few samples we had with our 
evenings time relaxed together. It was the state of mind that 
night that allowed us to truly see the light. The next day’s 
blending and barrel selection were intense but well worth 
the effort! Great memories and great wines are made of 
friendship indeed.

Awards:
Women’s Wine Competition 2013 – Bronze 
Mundus Vini International Wine Competition 2013 – Silver

16 barrels of Cabernet Sauvignon were selected for the 
blend from Thrace.

Clay soils, 15 year old vines and severe cluster thinning 
revealed concentrated but balanced current, ripe summer 
plums, dried herbs, rhubarb and espresso. Barrel aged 
for 18 months in 50% new French barrels added a bit of 
smokiness and cedar background.

Unfined, unfiltered and pampered like a baby.

Awards:
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2013 – Silver
New York Wine Competition 2012 – Silver
Decanter World Wine Awards 2011 – Silver
International Wine Challenge 2012 – Bronze
International Wine & Spirit Competition 2011 – Bronze
International Wine Challenge 2011 – Commended

Follow Kayra to find out the next Imperial...



Kayra Versus Vineyards, Şarköy, Thrace 



The wines of the Kayra Versus Vineyard are a reflection of the 
viticulture and wine crafting in modern day Turkey.

South facing slopes of pebble and draining clays just a stone’s 
throw from the Marmara Sea the vines are reaching maturity 

allowing us to learn what the vines have to offer.

All of the Versus wines are handpicked and hand sorted, fermented 
with meticulous detail and measured intervention so the vineyard 

speaks for itself.

The wines are aged in tank and in barrel then blended to 
pronounce the varietal characteristics of the winemaking team’s 

mind’s eye with balance and liveliness being the focus.

Enjoy the whole series...

Cheers!

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



KAYRA VERSUS CHARDONNAY-VIOGNIER 2012

Partial cold tank fermented Chardonnay and Viognier 
blended with barrel fermented and aged on lees 
battonaged Chardonnay.

Rich creamy texture with the expected minerality and bright 
acidity.

Ripe peaches, lemon curd, chamomile tea with a touch of 
toasted hazelnuts.

KAYRA VERSUS CABERNET FRANC 2012

Harvested over several days with 5 different fermentations 
then aged in barrel on lees over the course of 16 months.

A dense chewy wine with powerful concentration and 
structure.

A rather big shouldered wine with marked acidity but 
approachable in its youth.

Classic Cabernet Franc profiles with a bit of juniper, 
lavender, cassis and bell pepper with just a pinch of 
spiciness in the background.



KAYRA VERSUS SYRAH-VIOGNIER 2012

Co-fermented with 3% Viognier after cold soaking for 2 
days.

Rather cool fermentation to keep the tannins in check and 
lift the floral notes then barrel aged in mostly neutral and 
second fill barrels for 12 months.

Leather, liquorice and tar acting together with the lemon 
and orange flowers of the Viognier produce a rather 
interesting even more dense bottling of Syrah than we 
normally find with our vines.

The finish beams with brightness and ripe red fruits and 
dark black berries.

Perfect for a cool evening with your sweetheart.



Şükrü Baran Vineyards, Elazığ, Eastern Anatolia



With this series of wines we hope to highlight the vintage variation of 
our vineyards across Turkey’s diversity of soils and climates, from the 
rugged far east of Elazığ and Diyarbakır to the central high planes of 
Denizli and Cappadocia to the European western vineyards of Thrace 

and the Aegean coastal ranges.

These wines offer wildly different appeals that somehow seem to 
match the cuisine and personality of their specific regions, a sense of 

place and time. 

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



Kayra Vintage Chardonnay 2012
The act of whole cluster pressing yields very clean juice to 
which we half barrel and half tank ferment the vineyards 
from two of Turkey’s more prominent wine growing regions. 
In the cool high planes of Denizli we have the Forever 
Vineyard of shrub vine chardonnay, with its cold nights 
we achieve great acidity and citrus notes and from the 
home vineyard of Şarköy we harvest at tropical flavored 
ripeness. Then blending the two vineyards and two different 
fermentation styles for complexity and youthfulness.

 

Awards:
Sommelier Wine Awards 2014 – Bronze

Kayra Vintage Öküzgözü 2011
A juicy red grape that means eye of the bull in Turkish comes 
from the rugged stony soils of eastern Turkey. It also may very 
well be an 8,000 years old varietal coming from the fertile 
crescent and the very beginnings of civilization. This specific 
vineyard gives us some 200 tons to work with every year; that 
being said we carry out intensive barrel selection that yields 
about 12,000 bottles for the Kayra Vintage series wine.

Awards:
San Francisco International Wine Competition 2014 – Silver
Los Angeles International Wine and Spirits Competition 2014 – Bronze



Kayra Vintage Boğazkere 2010

Raging tannins are the standard for this ancient grape of 
Eastern Turkey grown in Denizli.

We ferment quite cool and free run the juice to barrel 
before finishing fermentation to tame the tannic structure 
and bring out the dark fruit and menthol tones. Earthy and 
rustic palate lend to the charm of this long aging wine.

 

Kayra Vintage Cabernet Sauvignon 2012

Our Cabernet Sauvignon comes from a little vineyard in 
Urla near İzmir. The vineyard has an almost 10 degree 
cooler microclimate than the surrounding countryside and 
is sitting on a limestone shelf with negligible water holding 
capacity. Picked over the course of 5 to 7 days we get a 
variety of flavors and textures in which to blend the wines 
from barrel. We do believe that hitting our stride with the 
acidity and concentration of the blend without developing 
over ripe flavours is key. We are cautious not to bottle Napa 
or Bordeaux and to express the vineyard site to the best of 
the vintage.





Born in 1944 the blend of two of Turkey’s native grapes came 
from the direction of Atatürk himself. Where as he requested two 

of French enologists to review the countryside and identify the 
possibilities of winemaking in this newly formed country.

Boğazkere is the power behind the blend and Öküzgözü is the 
taming portion of the relationship.

Barrel aged for 18 to 24 months it goes into the bottle very powerful 
with meaty tannins, but given time and patience it softens and 

smoothes out to more of a raw silky texture and the fruits come out 
from where they were once hidden.

This blend is crafted to age gracefully for years to come and present 
various personalities as it matures.

Much like ourselves...

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



Kayra Buzbağ Rezerv 2010

This special wine promises enthusiasm and delicate character 
exchanges through its life in the bottle. Dense fruit and lively 
acidity in its youth this blend continues to integrate ageing 
gracefully to reveal subtle nuances of exotic spices, leather, 
cassis, soy sauce with a soft silky texture.

Awards:
San Francisco Wine Competition 2014 – Silver 
Los Angeles International Wine and Spirits Competition 
2014 – Silver 
International Wine and Spirits Competition 2014 – Bronze 







The vineyards of Anatolia, blessed by Goddess of Fertility Kybele which 
is used as the symbol on the label, yielded various indigenous grapes 

ideal for making distinct and unique wines. Kayra wines are crafted from  
these ancient grapes, in the cradle of wine Anatolia.They are matured and 

blended to express the untouched character of the Anatolian varietals. 
A modern approach to winemaking, highlighting the distinct structure, 

aromas, textures and flavors of the specific winegrowing regions of Turkey.

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



Kayra Kalecik Karası
Kayra Kalecik Karası shows it earthy roots, lively fruit aromas 
showcase the pure essence of the true Anatolian grape, a 
blend of regions, the home region of Kalecik and Denizli give 
lightness of fruit and density of texture. Shows well cool in 
the glass due to its soft silky tannins. Great aromas including 
finger banana, ripe plums and ginger flower. Great with 
grilled or barbequed fish, lamb and roast duck.

Kayra Narince
Kayra Narince is produced from the highest quality Narince 
grapes grown in Tokat region. The gravel and stoney soils 
and the cool evenings of Tokat give a mineral focus and 
linier acidity to a fresh fruity wine with aromas of Asian 
pear, quince, chamomile and grapefruit that pair with all 
sorts of fresh seafood and spicy dishes.

Kayra Kalecik Karası Roze
This rose wine is the first pressing of the Kalecik Karası 
from the Denizli vineyards. The clusters are hand selected 
and cold pressed over several hours with inert gas, cold 
settled and the clear wine is taken off lees and fermented 
clean, long and cool. Fresh strawberries, raspberries and 
white cherries are the stand out aromas and a balanced 
sweetness/acidity makes this a perfect evening aperitif 
or paired with an array of spicy vegetable, chicken or fish 
dishes.



Kayra Öküzgözü
This is truly the undiscovered treasure of Turkey, gorgeous 
acidity and lively bright ripe red fruit aromas are the 
hallmark of this fantastic wine, just a hint of menthol and 
exotic spices of the ancient mid orient, supple tannins that 
integrate seamlessly with the acidity and when decanted 
for a few minutes. This ancient varietal at least 6,500 years 
old, Öküzgözü could be one of the fore fathers of all of 
the noble grape varietals known. Exciting as it is to taste 
it is so much more exciting to make. After thirty years of 
winemaking I have never been so enchanted by a single 
grape, I only hope you find it as exciting as myself. Try this 
with a great steak or a bit of fine aged cheese, definitely 
something savory and luscious.

Kayra Boğazkere
Kayra Boğazkere is produced from the ancient Boğazkere 
grapes grown in Diyarbakır region. It reveals dark fruits, 
berries, mint, camphor and juniper berries aromas followed 
by dark roasted coffee and chocolate. It also shows earthy 
tones, leather, campfire and cigar wrapper. The palate is 
powerful with dense chewy tannins, concentrated fresh 
berry pie, licorice and baked fennel bulbs. It has balanced 
acidity and great length of tannins. Perfectly matches with 
lamb and aged cheeses.

Kayra Shiraz
Perfectly ripened clusters, which remain on the vine due 
to intensive thinning, are brought to the winery in cool 
conditions to retain the freshness of the grapes.  These 
clusters are then hand sorted, gently de-stemmed and 
put into cold stainless steel tanks with 50% whole berries 
and left to soak for two days before fermentation begins. 
Eight months of oak aging heightens the complexity of this 
non-traditional blend. With spicy tones and fruit driven 
characteristics, this wine partners well with roasted game, 
roast duck and all grilled meats. 





The legendary blend of Anatolian winemaking history. Öküzgözü,  
a gift from the minerals of generous soils in Elazığ... And Boğazkere,  

the fruit of the roots, ambitiously holding on to the lands of Diyarbakır. 
They are the two outstanding grapes from the birthplace of wine.  
Buzbağ (means, Ice Vineyard) is taking its name from Ice Caves of 

Harput which is the one of historic city in Eastern Anatolia.

Buzbağ, being produced since 1944 is the oldest,  
classical and best known wine of Turkey.

Buzbağ being the legendary wine of Anatolia; a historical motif of  
Seljuk is being used on every label of Legendary Buzbağ.  

This motif symbolizes affluence, abundance and crowded dinner tables.

‘’Tasting notes by Daniel O’Donnell’’



Buzbağ Emir-Narince

Buzbağ Öküzgözü-Boğazkere

Two indigenous Anatolian grapes Emir and Narince are 
blended to create Buzbağ White. The delicate aromas of 
Narince make more eccentric the rich texture of Emir. 

With a nose of lemon flower and freshly squeezed 
grapefruit juice, Buzbağ Emir and Narince reveals lychee, 
apricot flavors on the palate. It may be enjoyed with 
shellfish, pasta with white sauce, grilled chicken and fish.

Öküzgözü and Boğazkere varietals, when blended complete 
one another and the harmony of the blend of these 
two grapes truly reflects the nature of Eastern Anatolia. 
Öküzgözü with its plum like dark skinned grapes and 
generous acidity complements Boğazkere with intense 
tannins, fruit driven, spicy and tar-like aroma character.

Buzbağ is a legendary blend of Anatolian winemaking 
history. This wine has ripe, sour cherry and blackberry 
aromas. It is soft and pleasurable to drink; it pairs well 
with grilled meat, kebabs, meat dishes with sauces and 
traditional Turkish dishes.



FROM THE 
 BIRTHPLACE OF WINE,
      ANATOLIA.



NOTES





www.kayrawines.com
facebook.com/KayraWines
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